Biocube 29 Gallon LED Retrofit Installation Guide - Last Updated 5/7/2017

STEVE’S LEDS
Congratulations on your purchase of a Steve’s LEDs Fully Loaded LED Upgrade
System! Please read through this entire installation guide before unpacking your
retrofit kit.
This kit assumes you have a basic knowledge of electronics, such as never touching a live electrical circuit under
any circumstances whatsoever, understanding polarity, wiring in series and parallel, electrical safety and handling,
and the use of basic handheld tools. Consider researching the internet or asking a friend if you are unfamiliar with
these terms. Please read all of the installation related documents such as the Terms and Conditions, Driver
Installation guide, and the LED installation guide before proceeding with building your kit. We are not responsible
for mistakes published in this guide, or installation errors as a result of mistakes published in this installation guide,
you are ultimately responsible for proper and safe installation. By proceeding with the installation, you are
accepting full responsibility of the safe and proper installation of your LED retrofit kit. Remember that your biggest
resources are your friends that are familiar with electronic device installation. Steve’s LEDs is available for support
during normal business hours.
WARNING: The biggest safety issue regarding this kit is not proper wiring, it is taking the appropriate precaution to
always wash your hands after handling the LED retrofit components. Most of the components contain leaded
solder, which has been known to cause numerous health issues. Here it is: WARNING: This product contains lead,
a chemical known to the State of California to cause neurological damage, cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.
LEAD IS GOOD!!! We use leaded solder because it requires a relatively low temperature to melt. The lower the
temperature we can keep our electronics and LEDs, the longer they last. I have heard of many people getting very
poor lifespan out of LEDs that have been soldered with lead-free solder (almost double the melting temperature of
lead solder). Once installed, you will not be handling your retrofit kit regularly, so it is not a health risk for you
since you will not be handling the LEDs during day-to-day usage. Frankly, if I see an LED related product that is
soldered with lead free solder, I just don’t buy it because chances are that it will have reduced lifespan and
reduced light output.

This guide is just that….a guide. There are many ways to install an LED retrofit
system correctly. This guide serves as an outline, based on our years of
experience, of the most efficient, safest, and most economical way to install your
kit.
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Before unpacking your retrofit kit from the box, please be aware that mishandling
the LEDs is the #1 cause of permanent damage to the system. Putting a mere 2
ounces of pressure in the wrong spot can tear apart a fragile high power LED or
rip apart essential wiring. Be prepared to treat all of the components as if they
are as fragile as eggs while unpacking. The unpacking process should not be
rushed; take your time and ensure all items are treated with great care. We have
listed the steps in painstaking detail so that even a person unfamiliar with
electronic component handling will have a safe and proper installation. Please
read though all of the steps before beginning installation.
Contents:
1) Main Heatsink with LEDs and fan installed (it’s the large “L” piece of metal
with electronics mounted to it. In the instructions, we refer to this as the
‘heatsink.’
2) Silver power supply box, we refer to this as the ‘power supply
3) HurricaneX or Bluefish Controller with power plug
4) Cables (1X power cable and 1X controller cable that is attached to the
heatsink - cut the yellow zip tie to release it.)
Required Tools:
1) Screwdrivers – Philips and Flathead
2) Wire cutters – This type is highly preferred
3) Optional – Installation toolkit.

Approximate Installation Time: 1 hour
1.

Remove your Biocube hood from your aquarium and unplug all electrical
connections.

2.

Remove the clear plastic cover, also known as the splash shield by
using a Philips screwdriver. Be careful not to damage or scratch this
cover, it will be reused along with the screws.

3.

Remove ALL existing electronic components including the existing
lighting, fans, moonlights, etc. Most of the electronics wiring can be
removed using a Philips screwdriver – if you see a screw, just remove it
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and the electronics will come out effortlessly. Remove all screws and all
components. Set these components aside, as we might need a few bits
and screws later in installation. The stock LED supplement bars
combined are not even equivalent to the output of a single Luxeon ES
LED, thus, they will get washed out and you will not be able to even tell
they are on. We do not recommend keeping these in for use as a
moonlight. For an awesome remote controlled color selectable
moonlight, we recommend our Advanced Moonlight System. It will save
you time, frustration, and is much safer than trying to require the stock
LED lights.
4.

When handling the LED heatsink, ensure you NEVER touch the LEDs,
they are extremely fragile, despite their rugged appearance. LED lens
damage is not covered under warranty. Should you accidentally
damage the lens of an LED, it will need to be repaired.
5. Locate where the original thicker black power cable enter the hood,
where the plastic cover meets the hood. This is where your white LED
power cable wire will enter/exit the hood. The skinny black power cable
is for the moonlights, this can be discarded. You may wish to reuse the
plastic grommet to ensure the cable is sealed in the hood.
6. Carefully place the heatsink into the hood, with the fan towards the rear
of the hood.
7. Temporarily align the 4 heatsink screw holes with 4 of the mounting
screw posts on the hood. There are many more posts on the hood,
however, the ones that are intended to be used for mounting the
heatsink should be very obvious as the posts are located directly below
the holes in the heatsink (circled in red below – lug location might vary
slightly depending on your hood version). The best way to determine
what lugs will be used with your LED system, is to carefully set your
LED system in the hood similar to be the below photo, and use the
drilled holes in the aluminum heatsink as a guide to find the
corresponding lugs underneath the heatsink – and preserve only those
lugs. Your heatsink will be relatively centered. Remove the heatsink.
Using wire cutters, snip in half any mounting posts not intended for use
with mounting your heatsink. See below photo to determine which
screw posts got cut in half.
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8. After removing unused screw posts, temporarily place the heatsink over
the correct mounting posts. The intake of the fan, should be faced
towards the existing hood air intake. The existing air intake was
designed for very low volume air movement. For proper LED cooling,
the vent will need to be slightly opened up. There are 3 methods to do
this.

a. It is optimal to use our toolkit, specifically designed for this exact
step, and to reduce the installation time by about 30 minutes.
Here’s how the toolkit works - http://stevesleds.info/biocube16/3opening-the-fan-vents.gif
b. Use a 2” hole-saw, and drill a large air intake hole so the
pressurizing cooling fan can take in a large amount of air directly
over the existing fan vent. It is necessary to drill a second hole
for the exhaust, as an additional amount of intake air will need to
be removed from the hood.
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c. Alternatively, instead of drilling the 2” hole, you can use a tool like
a Dremel Rotary or Dremel Multi-Max to shave down the intake
slats on both intake an exhaust vents until they are flush. Each of
the intake slats are in the shape of “Z”, so it is only necessary to
shave the top of the Z off to improve airflow. This method is time
intensive, so do not rush. See below photo of shaved ribs. This
looks neater on the outside of the tank, keeping a stock look.
d. The most popular and fastest method - remove every other vent
rib, on both vents. If you do not open up both intake and
exhaust vents, your LED system lifespan will be shortened from
years to weeks and this will void the warranty.

9. Mount your heatsink to the Biocube hood using the supplied 4 stainless
steel screws (#4 X 1.5”). Be very careful not to over-tighten the screws
or the posts will easily break off. Using a screwdriver, just make them
finger tight, (not very tight at all!), they only need to support the weight
of the heatsink, no more, no less.
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10. You will want to minimize the gap of the hood and the fan intake using
the included ½” X ½” flexible foam weather-stripping, this is also
available at any local hardware store. This also forces the fan to pull
cool air from outside of the hood. No foam means that the fan will
simply recirculate air from within the hood until the system overheats.
Foam placement marked with red arrows below, only put on the 3 sides
shown. You may also use electrical tape to cover a portion of the fan
intake, so that the fan only draws air through the vent, increasing
cooling. See photo below.
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Optional: You may also choose to put some electrical tape over the fan
intake. This further increases the ability of the fan to fresh out through
the hood vent, instead of recirculating warm air within the hood. Tape
should be put on the fan exactly as shown. Using the weather-strip
foam around the perimeter of the fan’s face will further enhance the
cooling abilities
11. CORALIFE VERSION ONLY – The clear splash shield has a divider in it
that must be slightly modified. To verify what needs to be removed,
align the heatsink in the hood, and carefully place the splash shield
back over the hood. You be able to see that the splash shield will not
fit properly, because of that divider, and gauge how much of it must be
removed. Below, we used a Dremel Multimax tool with a square blade
to remove the clear material that divides the front and back halves of
the clear splash shield. Be careful not to crack the hood, and remove
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very small increments at a time. Do not rush this step, especially if
using the flush cutters. Small bits at a time is the best method. You will
not be breaking the seal of the splash shield, or otherwise making a
hole in the splash shield, you are only removing a portion of that
vertical rib. Only remove enough material to allow the fan to pass.
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12.

The hood preparation is now complete, and we can begin routing the
cable and plugging everything together now.

13.

Locate the 10 foot long white extension cable, and plug one end to the
connector on the large silver power supply. This silver power supply
will remain underneath the aquarium in the stand. This is mounted
separately for easy replacement since most power supplies have a 4-6
year lifespan. This white cable enters the hood through the same hole
as the previous stock thick black power cable. Note the bit of rubber
that is on the stock black power cord (that was previously set aside,
which creates a seal into the hood), slide it on the white cable. Take the
second bit of rubber around the other stock black cable, and place it
around the white controller cable to exit the other side. The power
supply should be located outside of your aquarium hood, such as in
your aquarium stand/cabinet. Place it in a dry location where you are
certain it will not get splashed and will never come into contact with
water. This plug must be plugged in with correct polarity or your
system will not work. Plugging it in reverse will almost most certainly
damage the LED system. See proper polarity below.
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14.

The other end of the white extension cable goes into the plug located
on the black circuit board on the LED heatsink that you just installed.

15.

Double check all electrical connections. See photo of installed kit with
optional Moonlighting kit installed.

16.

Using a cotton ball, or an alcohol prep pad, carefully and gently clean
each LED lens that looks like it has dust, debris, or a fingerprint on it. If
the LED lenses look clean, no need to clean them.
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17.

Select the appropriate input voltage on the main silver power supply
(either 110V or 230V). Plug the main power supply into a GFCI wall
outlet or GFCI surge protector and have drip loops on all wiring.

18.

Test your system out to see if you have light and that the fan is on and
moving air. You will need to plug up and program the HurricaneX or
Bluefish (depending on what options you chose) to get the lights to turn
on. To quickly test your system using the HurricaneX, see Appendix 1
below. Unplug the system once you have verified all your LEDs light up.
We recommend using sunglasses, as it is not healthy for human eyes to
view the LEDs for a long period of time.

19.

After you have verified that the unit is functioning properly, replace the
clear cover (splash shield) over the LEDs, and ensure that the seal is
good by inspecting that the white gasket is properly seated in the
splash shield. If there are any breaks or deformations in this gasket, it
will need to be replaced (Please contact Coralife for a replacement
seal). Inspect every inch, all the way around. The seal needs to be
perfect, no exception. If there is not a good seal on your splash shield,
salt creep will find a way in, and this is the most common way that LED
systems get damaged.

20.

Plug in once again and you are finished. You’ll notice that your fan is
running whenever there is power to the system – this is a failsafe to
ensure your LEDs will never overheat, even if the timer is accidentally
set incorrectly. If the fan needs to be shut down at night, you may wish
to plug the system into a ‘wall timer’ available for about $5 at almost
any hardware store. You will be able to easily set the on/off times and
this turns the system fan off at night. This timer can be used in
conjunction with your LED controller, such as the HurricaneX.

21.

To determine how much light to provide your corals with, it is very
important to watch your corals and their response to the LED
light. Start off at less than half dimmed down, and see how the polyps
respond after 5 days. If the polyps are balloon like and relatively clear,
they need more light. If they are small and dark, they are getting too
much light. If they are pure white, they likely have been bleached
(blasted with too much light), and will take about 3 months to recover
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using a 30-40% light level. If they appear to be relatively normal, just
let them adjust to the LED spectrum for another 3-5 days. After that,
increase the intensity of the LEDs approx. 2-3% once every 3-4 days (or
1% every day) over the course of the next 2 months. If you rush this
process, it is highly probably that you will bleach and could even kill
your corals. Corals will take a minimum of 6 weeks to acclimate and
adjust to the new brighter LED light after you have completed
acclimating them. During this time their colors will enhance and
sometimes change as they adapt. Sometimes browns will turn to blues,
sometimes blues will turn to greens, etc. Every individual coral is
somewhat unique and as it adapts its colors may change. When
introducing new corals, you must restart this acclimation process, by
bringing the light intensity down to less than half. We recommend you
run your LEDs for a minimum of 8 hours per day, and a maximum of 16
hours a day. It is most convenient to select your lighting period that
matches your daily schedule and routine. For example, if you wake up
to leave for work at 7:30am, then have your lights turn (sunrise) on at
7:00am. If your average bed time is around 10:00pm, then we
recommend a sunset time of 10:00pm so that you will have time to
enjoy your aquarium in the evening. There is no schedule that fits
every aquarium perfectly. Your corals will adapt to whatever schedule
you decide, just know that keeping a consistent schedule is the most
important factor. NOTE: We never recommend that you exceed 85%
intensity, unless you are a professional.
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Appendix 1
1. To install the controller, just plug it in! We have provided videos for
both the HurricaneX and Bluefish Mini Controllers.
HurricaneX – http://stevesleds.info/biocube16/10-HurricaneX.gif
Bluefish Mini – http://stevesleds.info/biocube16/9-Bluefish-mini.gif
HurricaneX Installation Guide
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